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According to Europol, other 300 suspicious matches were identified outside Europe, mainly in Africa, Asia, South and Central America in 2013.
Match fixing does not understand about sport and it threatens the credibility of the entire sports system.
Match-fixing is a phenomena that every year is getting bigger and bigger.
Match-fixing is not enough when you can create a ghost match
Latvian club Daugava Daugavpils investigated for match-fixing over their 7-1 defeat to Elfsborg
Match-fixing is so spread that even main teams in Greece turn to it as solution to their problems.
Olympiacos - Pantharakikos (5-1)
Lokomotiva Zagreb - NK Istra 1961 (4-2)
Is there a solution to this problem?
Who we are

- International Non-Profit Organisation
- Headquarter in Brussels and offices in several countries in Europe
- Combating Match-Fixing from the beginning of the international phenomenon
- Recognition by major partners in the sport as:
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![Latvijas Futbola Logo](image)
![A.S. Varese 1910 Logo](image)
![Udinese Calcio Logo](image)
Our solution

- Prevention
- Training
- Reputation
Our solution

Prevention

Prevention activities

• Analysis of betting flow to discover attempts of match-fixing indicating the amount of money involved
• Analysis of the rumors related to match fixing attempts in social media
• Analysis of Calciomercato
Training courses for the players about the problem.

- Training on risk associated with pathological gambling
- Training on risk related to match-fixing
- Ad hoc training for youth team

We combined training + awareness of being controlled
Our solution

Reputation

Certificate of guarantee Federbet-Squawka

- Moral and international value: an image of global integrity.
- Legal Status: Strict Liability: front sport and regular courts, the team has done everything to prevent any cases of manipulation by their athletes.
- Economic Value: the sponsors are confident that the team fight against match-fixing. Adding value to the team's image.
- Cooperation in audit program
Example of the solution

- Match-fixing monitoring
- Education and knowledge about the problem
- Reputation winning
- Courage and more guts to fight an international problem
Federbet is happy to announce that the European Parliament has approved the creation of an Intergroup about Sport.

An Intergroup is a useful tool to fight against Match-fixing.
Thank you

francesco@federbet.com